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A slight obsession with

the Falls of the Ohio.

DAM 

WATER

FOWL
 by Scott Gilbertson



2    | This page: Sparkle (Great Blue Heron) Cover: Dam Water Fowl (Great Egret Leaving the Spillway) ~ see p. 34
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As the son of a career soldier and later as an avid traveler 
in my adult years, I’ve been to many places. Most places, 

I’m happy I visited but have no need to return. A few places, 
however, resonate with me, stick with me, long after I’ve left.

The Falls of the Ohio is such a place.

Muddy and filled with mosquitos, the Falls has a lingering 
aroma of dead fish. On a sunny summer day, the exposed rocks 
reflect the sun so that it feels 20º hotter than it probably is. After 
an hour making photographs, I’m out of water and the sweat, 
sunscreen and mosquito repellent I’ve layered on have drained 
to my socks.

I’m a thirsty, wet, hot mess.

But I kept going back. For me, the Falls of the Ohio was sticky.

Sticky

Selfie from the knees down after a fun morning at the Falls of The Ohio. 



4    | Top: Panorama of the Falls one sunny morning. Bottom: Various items found there.  The Falls of The Ohio is hot, smelly and muddy. I loved it.
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We moved to Louisville at a fortunate time. The city 
was beginning to reclaim the waterfront, turning old 

industrial sites into a series of parks and paths. It was now easier 
than it had been in probably a century to explore the riverbank. 
I spent many mornings and evenings along Louisville’s 
riverfront photographing the river, the bridges and the city.

One October morning, I noticed mist rising from behind the 
14th St. Bridge. I knew nothing of the Indiana side of the river, 
so I decided to investigate.

Crossing the Clark Memorial Bridge to the Indiana side, turning 
off at Exit 0 and following my nose, I found that the mist was 
rising from a place called the Falls of the Ohio Indiana State Park. 
Parking the car, I climbed down the bank, found a path through 
the brush, avoided the mud and stepped out onto a pile of rocks.

The pile of rocks was between the weir dam and the 14th St. 
Bridge; the two weren’t a single structure as I had thought. There 
was a small waterfall going over the dam. The rivulet that was 
created followed the dam to the Tainter gates. I was intrigued.

Dam

The Falls from the Indiana side. The weir dam is on the left, the 14th. St. bridge on the right, Tainter gates in the background.



6    | Misty morning (Tainter Gates and 14th St. Bridge)



7    | Vanishing Point (Fly Fishing)



8    | Three (Calm Morning, Louisville in Background)



9    | Low Water/Hot Sun (Louisville in Background)



10    | Interstate (Train Crossing the 14th St. Bridge)



11    | Water(fall) (Mini)

During periods of low water, the Ohio barely manages 
to crest the weir dam, creating a small waterfall on 

Louisville’s doorstep. Once over the dam, this ankle-deep 
rivulet of the Ohio meanders downstream through the Falls 
before rejoining the rest of the river below the McAlpine Locks.

This waterfall changes daily. Rain upstream increases the 
rivulet’s flow; sometimes a little, sometimes a lot. A drought 
upstream decreases the rivulet’s flow; sometimes a little, 
sometimes a lot.

In high water, snags and driftwood go over the weir dam, only 
to be caught on the rocks when the flow lessens. In low water, 
the rocks on the riverbed begin to peek out, creating mini 
waterfalls and slight rapids.

The water’s color changes daily, sometimes hourly. It can be 
deep blue in the shadows, orangey-yellow in the sunrise or 
sunset, or just plain brown on an overcast day.

Every day, the water was different: sometimes ferocious, 
sometimes gentle, sometimes colorful, sometimes drab. But 
always moody.

Water



12    | Dam Water(fall) (Winter)



13    | Spray (Winter)



14    | Ramp (Autumn)



15    | Face Mercury



16    | Complementary (Afternoon Sun)



17    | Analogous (Morning Sun)



18    | Metallic (Low Water)
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The Falls ~ which is really a series of rapids ~ has been a 
feeding ground for waterfowl for centuries. John James 

Audubon made numerous sketches of waterfowl at the Falls 
when he lived in Louisville from 1808–1810. Unfortunately, 
most of those sketches were lost when his Henderson, Kentucky 
studio caught fire in 1818.

Four species ~ great blue herons, great egrets, black-capped 
night herons and black vultures ~ really interested me. 
Concentrating on those four, I began to get a sense of each 
species’ “personality.” Great egrets preferred to be in groups 
and were easily spooked. Black vultures also preferred to be in 
groups but weren’t too concerned with humans. The great blue 
herons were always jockeying for position and the black-capped 
herons seemed to be laissez-faire about everyone. 

I began to think of the birds and their constant jockeying for 
a better fishing location as my subject. The dam and the water 
became their stage.

Fowl

Ampersand (Great Egret Preening)



20    | Sentries (Black Vulture and Four Great Egrets)



21    | Silver Tips (Black Vulture in Flight)



22    | Dam Water(fall) (Great Egret Hunting)



23    | Elevate (Black Vultures Sunning, Louisville in the Background)



24    | Flag (Great Blue Heron Landing)



25    | V (Great Egret Landing)



26    | Janus (Mallard Drake and Hen)



27    | Interrupted (Black-Capped Night Heron and Great Egret)



28    | Positive/Negative (Great Blue Herons Fishing by The Tainter Gates)



29    | Success (Great Blue Herons Fishing by The Tainter Gates)



30    | Line (Great Egret Sunning on the Edge of the Spillway)



31    | Point (Great Egret)



32    | Space Invaders (Great Egrets Jockeying for Position)



33    | Wave (Seven Great Egrets Leaving the Spillway)



34    | Dam Water Fowl (Great Egret Leaving the Spillway)



35    | Social Distancing (Ten Great Blue Herons and One Great Egret Searching for Their Next Meal)



36    | Envy (Great Blue Herons Fishing)



37    | Semaphore (Great Blue Heron and Great Egrets)
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The photo that started it all: Semaphore (Great Blue Heron and Great Egrets)

Diagonals (Fishing by the Tainter Gates) Long-exposure bird photography also works well with humans.

One June day I went to the Falls to take advantage of the 
low water level. I wanted to get as close as I could to 

the upper Tainter gates in hopes of making photos of the river 
rushing out over the spillway. As I neared the gates, I saw that 
there were over a dozen great blue herons and great egrets 
fishing on and around the spillway.

I made some long exposures of the river rushing out over the 
spillway. Then, I photographed the birds, increasing my shutter 
speed to “freeze” them in action. After going back and forth 
between subjects and settings a few times, I wondered what 
would happen if I tried to combine all three elements ~ the 
dam, the flowing water and the birds ~ in one photograph.

I think flowing water looks great with a shutter speed of ¹/5 of 
a second, so I began there. I made a few exposures. I discovered 
that when the birds are fishing, they stand remarkably still for 
seconds at a time. A ¹/5 of a second exposure easily captures the 
birds motionless and the water flowing.

Then, I made a couple exposures where I waited for one of the 
birds to be in motion. Semaphore was one of the results. I loved 
the contrast between the solidity of the man-made structure, the 
silkiness of the flowing water and the motion of the bird.

Long-exposure bird photography. I was hooked.

Photograph birds using shutter speeds of less than 
1/1000 second? It’s done, but usually as a one-off 
thing. For me, it was my method. Long-exposure 
bird photography is what I call this method and this is 
how it began.  
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Hi ~ I’m Scott: dog lover, travel enthusiast, foodie, 
wine and whiskey fan, designer and photographer.

After twenty years in Louisville, my wife and I sold 
our home, our cars, put more than half of our stuff in 
storage and moved to Europe. Now, we travel as much as 
possible.

Traveling around Europe is a great opportunity to make tons o’ 
photos, and I do. But each trip is short, up to a week at best. In 
seven days, you can only go so deep into your subject.

This project is different. This project is the result of visiting the 
Falls of the Ohio season after season, for five years, exploring 
that one tiny section of our world with my camera. If I had 
stopped after the first visit or two, I would’ve only made a few 
shots of the weir dam waterfall, barely scratching the surface. I 
would’ve completely missed out on the wonderful combination 
of the dam, water and fowl.

I’m glad I kept going. Dam Water Fowl. It was a fun obsession.



Thanks for reading. I can be found at ScottGilbertson.com and 
SpiritedTravelers.com.

About

Inset: me  Right: Shadow selfie at the Falls

https://www.scottgilbertson.com
https://spiritedtravelers.com
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Please feel free to share this pdf with 
any and all bird lovers, fans of the 
Falls of the Ohio and/or lovers of 
fine art photography.

Any other reproductions, in whole 
or in part, or sales are prohibited.
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